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Walk, don’t run

Keep 1-metre distance 
from the artworks

Look at everything, 
don’t touch anything

Only use pencils 
and colouring pencils

Eat and drink 
outside only



No wrong answers!

Speak with artworks

Float through the museum

Tell a lie



Gaze at art

Love what you see

Contemplate

Read



10 things this exhibition makes you think of.





the exhibition with binoculars. Fold the booklet like this:

1

2



the exhibition wearing a sleeping mask. 
Ask for a pair of scissors at the reception desk.





a pair of glasses and assume that role at the museum.

Critic

Researcher

Artist



something that makes you happy

something unusual

something teeny tiny

something gigantic



something challenging

something crazy

something sad

something mysterious

something unusual

something gigantic



the artwork pictured on the exhibition poster.

jumping into the artwork as a ghost, an ant, 
or as yourself.

Where are you? 

What is happening to you?

What does it smell like? 

What does it sound like?



a story about the artwork.



The Thunerhof was once a posh hotel. Eighty years ago, 
the building that now houses the art museum had 
lounges and dining rooms for elegant guests.

traces of the old hotel.
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the grand dining hall.  The original walls still  exist 
behind the museum’s white walls. 

the room and the artworks carefully.
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a matching menu.



the violet and white fireplace. There once was a lounge 
here. It offered games, music, and writing desks.

a game of I  spy  with someone. Or guess the titles of the 
artworks. Whoever is closest to the actual title wins.

someone a postcard about your visit to the museum. 
You’ll  find lots of postcards at the gift shop. 
What did you like about your visit? What didn’t you like?



the room with this flooring.

more parquet floors in the museum. How many dif-
ferent patterns can you find? 

parts of the patterns you like best.



at the museum’s ceilings.

this pattern.

Which animals and plants can you discover?

which artwork goes best with the flowery ceiling.



details. Ask for a viewfinder at the reception desk.

What do you notice?

2 details you have found.



the artist who made the artwork you find the most 
interesting 5 questions.



to re-enact artworks with your body.
Which artwork would you like to be?

someone draw you or photograph you, or take a selfie.



in on the conversations of visitors around you. 
What are they talking about?

down snippets of what you heard.



the museum visitors. What do you notice about them? 
Is there anything that stands out?

5 things.



RECEPTION

WC

your path through the exhibition on the map. 
What parts did you walk through? Where did you stop?



artworks that you remember to the map.



for your own discoveries and ideas.
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